
muswoom

1. Determiner

2. Noun

3. Proper Noun

4. Proper Noun

5. Proper Noun

6. Verb - Past Tense

7. Proper Noun
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muswoom

The Muswoom Postman

By: Clifford Palmer

One day the Determiner postman was on the road delivering letters. First stop was 22 muswoom lane

where he delivered a Noun to Proper Noun the muswoom. There Proper Noun read the

letter and put it down, it was about something that happened earlier that day at the park. Proper Noun

didn't know how to answer. Than Verb - Past Tense remembered that his birthday was tomorrow and

thought about inviting Bop to his birthday so he quickly pulled out pen and paper and started to write a letter to

Proper Noun . When Bob finished he gave the postman the letter and went back inside. The postman's next

stop was 25 working lane where he delivered to Mr. mswoom a letter about his work and how it might go

bankrupt. Mr. muswoom went crazy and started scribbling a letter on a paper. when he was done he handed the

note to the postman and closed the door. The postman's next stop 88 buying lane where he gave matt the

muswoom his letter. The letter was an advertisement for expensive muswoom things inc. When matt saw it he

rushed to the store yelling MUST GET ALL

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Next stop was 12345 party lane where he gave the letter to Bop the muswoom as Bop read it he jumped up and

ran



inside the house. Next stop was 44 cards road where he gave a postcard to Max the muswoom. When Max read

the letter he paused with a sad expression on his face and closed the door. After that the postman went home and

had dinner ready for a new day. p
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